
























Ülevaade teenustele orienteeritud arhitektuuri tehnoloogiatest, asetades rõhu             
SOAP’ile. 
Lühikokkuvõte​: Käesoleva bakalaureusetöö põhiline eesmärk on süsteemselt üles               
loetleda teenustele orienteeritud arhitektuuri (SOA) vanade ja uute               
implementatsioonide tugevused ja nõrkused, asetades rõhu SOAP’ile. Selle               










Abstract: ​The main goal of this thesis is to systematically identify the advantages                         
and weaknesses in older and newer implementations of service oriented                   
architecture (SOA), putting emphasis on the ones related to SOAP. In order to                         


































Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been circling around the programming world for                       
decades in the form of Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA). Some experts                         
say that SOA really took off with Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), which indeed fixed a                               
lot of issues compared to earlier implementations. Others think it still was not enough ­ for                               1
example Tim Bray, Director of Web technology at Sun Microsystems Inc., stated: “No matter                           
how hard I try, I still think the WS­* stack is bloated, opaque, and insanely complex. I think it's                                     
going to be hard to understand, hard to implement, hard to interoperate and hard to secure.”                               2




● Monolithic ­ writing a single application which handles all necessary requirements                     
without (or with as few as possible) dependencies on other systems 
● Modular ­ dividing a system into smaller parts 
Both of them have their own advantages, but in terms of solving performance issues, modular                             
versions are usually easier. SOA in its essence is a modular design and it inherits those                               
advantages, 
 
Many experts agree that SOAP was a major turning point in adapting SOA. In light of that the                                   
main goal of this thesis is to systematically identify the advantages and weaknesses in SOA's                             
older and newer implementations, putting emphasis to comparison SOAP. Because many of the                         
technologies are quite similar to each other, the list of which ones to focus on, was scaled down,                                   
based on the collective work experience of me and my supervisors. Each technology resides in                             








This paragraph gives a short introduction to SOA and lists key concepts when describing any                             
SOA implementation, 
 
The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) group                     
defines SOA as a programming paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities that                         
may be under the control of different ownership domains.  3
 
The central concept of service oriented architecture is the service. The noun “service” is defined                             
in dictionaries as “The performance of work (a function) by one for another ”. It is natural to                                 4
think of one's person's needs being met by capabilities offered by someone else; or, in the world                                 
of distributed computing, one computer agent’s requirements being met by a computer agent                         






3. Effect – the purpose of using a capability, the expected outcome of the performance of                             
work 
4. Service descriptions – contains necessary information to use a capability, combines                     
concepts 1 to 3 
5. Service providers – entities (people and organizations) that offer capabilities 







 Using a capability is most frequently accomplished by sending and receiving messages.                       
Although there are other means of invoking a service (for example, modifying the state of a                               
shared resource), exchanging messages is often referred as the primary mode of interaction. ​3 
 
A service is self­contained logical representation of a business activity that has a specified outcome. For                               
















This paragraph provides a short introduction to CORBA. The first section gives a high­level                           
overview of CORBA itself. 
 
The first release of CORBA came of in October of 1991. Having only a bare minimum of                                 
components resulted in a bad start. Although there were some minor releases in the following                             
years, it was not until 1997, that a new major version came out with a standardized protocol and                                   
a C++ language mapping. The next minor release (in 1998) provided a Java language mapping,                             
as well. This gave the developers a powerful framework to build their heterogeneous distributed                           
applications.   6
 
One of the main features of CORBA was to allow mutual communication between application                           
without the restrictions of platforms or languages. All this flexibility was achieved through the                           
following ways:   7
● CORBA did not just follow the lead of a single large corporation and it is very                               
deliberately vendor neutral 




● A network protocol (Internet InterOrb Protocol, OORP) is specified to allow requests be                         
transmitted over TCP/IP 
 
The most obvious technical problem is CORBA’s complexity—specifically, the complexity of                     
its API (application programming interface). Many of CORBA’s API’s are far larger than                         





 definitions, even though the same functionality can be provided in about 30 lines—the other 170                             




● Security ­ all traffic was unencrypted, subject to eavesdropping and man­in­the middle                       
attacks 
● Versioning ­ trying to version a CORBA application breaks the on­the­wire contract                       




The first step to creating a CORBA application is to specify all objects and their interfaces in                                 





Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 define all the necessary components needed for a CORBA service. A                               

















































































































































SOAP was started in March 1998. Back then extensible markup language (XML) was still in its                               
early years and because of that most of the focus was spent on defining a type system. There                                   
existed serialization formats and remote procedure call (RPC) protocols, which could have                       
suited, but Don Box and the other authors of SOAP wanted to satisfy 80% cases elegantly and                                 
still allow the system to be bent for the remaining 20%. Due to Microsoft politics, SOAP                               
specification was not shipped until 4th quarter of 1999. ​9 
 
In that specification SOAP defines a remote procedure call (RPC) mechanism using XML for                           




XML was developed by an XML Working Group (originally known as the SGML Editorial                           
Review Board) formed under the auspices of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in 1996.                             
It was chaired by Jon Bosak of Sun Microsystems with the active participation of an XML                               





















WSDL is an XML format for describing network services as a set of endpoints operating on                               
messages containing either document­oriented or procedure­oriented information. The operations                 
and messages are described abstractly, and then bound to a concrete network protocol and                           
message format to define an endpoint. Related concrete endpoints are combined into abstract                         





































































































OSGi is a framework for Java in which units of resources called bundles can be installed.                               
Bundles can export services or run processes, and have their dependencies managed, such that a                             
bundle can be expected to have its requirements managed by the container. Each bundle can also                               
have its own internal classpath, so that it can serve as an independent unit, should that be                                 













































































































































































































Feign is a Java to HTTP client binder inspired by Retrofit, JAXRS­2.0, and WebSocket. Feign's                             
first goal was reducing the complexity of binding Denominator uniformly to HTTP APIs                         
regardless of restfulness.  15
 
The main goal of Feign is to make writing web service clients easier ­ all that is needed is to                                       




































































Considering all technologies have their advantages and disadvantages, it is fairly hard to present                           
a meaningful use case for all of them. With fairly large requests it is known that                               
XML­serialization will not perform as good as JSON or binary formats do. Furthermore to get                             
SOAP to perform best, one needs to know which data types are thread­safe and configure                             
serialization according to that. The goal of this comparison is not to bring out situations where                               
one technology Will definitely perform better, but rather finding an equally suitable test case. 
 
Taking that into account, there is one test case from which all programmers (should) start ­ the                                 
infamous “Hello, World!”. As this example is also used for designing any new SOA                           
implementations, then it should not give any technology an unfair advantage. 
 
Additionally to having a common service provider capability for all technologies, a few other                           







5. The computers running the applications for different technologies must be as similar as                         
possible 
 






























































● If OSGi provider and consumer were in the same application then execution time was averaging                             
around 0,50 ms. This points to slow XML serialization and SOAP (JAX­WS) results confirm it. 
● CORBA lacks security features and is not viable for situations handling sensitive data 
● CORBA lacks versioning features and is not viable for situations needing highly available                         
producers 
 
Technology  1st set  2nd set  3rd set  4th set  5. request  
CORBA  5702 ns  5051 ns  3969 ns  4126 ns  4043 ns 
SOAP 
(JAX­WS) 
20145 ns  24512 ns  19542 ns  22124 ns  20198 ns 
OSGi  15839 ns  16483 ns  15543 ns  18606 ns  17543 ns 









In the first part of the a general overview of service­oriented architecture was given including                             
key concepts used to describe any SOA implementation. Second part of the thesis gave an                             
overview of every technology used for comparison. Third part compared the four technologies                         
with each other in terms of  
In terms of execution time of a “Hello World” type of program, CORBA has a clear advantage                                 
over Feign, JAX­WS (using SOAP) and OSGi (using SOAP). That being said, CORBA is not                             
suitable for any situation, which handles sensitive data or which needs producer to be highly                             
available. In those situations Feign, AX­ws or OSGI should be used. 
In terms of complexity only CORBA stands out ­ the rest  
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